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star trek starfleet technical manual training command - star trek starfleet technical manual training command starfleet
academy franz joseph on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers official use only mark r5pc starfleet command
starfleet headquarters united federation of planets franz joseph united federation representative stardate 7512 02 to
ballantine books planetary agents, amazon com star trek star fleet technical manual - written by franz joseph schnaubelt
himself more of a lost in space fan the technical manual was a vast and beautiful extrapolation from the original series of
star trek, list of star trek starfleet starships wikipedia - this is a list of federation starships from the fictional star trek
universe the list is organized first by ship class then registration number name and finally where that vessel was referenced
these vessels appear or are mentioned in the original star trek series tos star trek the next generation tng star trek deep
space nine ds9 star trek voyager voy star trek enterprise, list of star trek games wikipedia - the enduring popularity of the
star trek science fiction franchise has led to numerous games in many different formats beginning in 1967 with a board
game based on the original series and continuing through the present with online and dvd games, star trek blueprint
database cygnus x1 net - cygnus x1 net a tribute to star trek is maintained by john patuto cygnus x1 net is in no way
associated with nor endorsed by paramount pictures and or viacom pocket books and or simon schuster their parents or
their affiliates, starfleet memory alpha fandom powered by wikia - starfleet was the deep space exploratory and defense
service maintained by the united federation of planets its principal functions included the advancement of federation
knowledge about the galaxy and its inhabitants the advancement of federation science and technology the defense of the,
star trek technical manuals book guide cygnus x1 net - cygnus x1 net a tribute to star trek is maintained by john patuto
cygnus x1 net is in no way associated with nor endorsed by paramount pictures and or viacom pocket books and or simon
schuster their parents or their affiliates, beyond the final frontier coda star trek rpg support - help support star trek rpg
and beyond the final frontier you can support the game and this site in a number of ways the first way is by sending us
content send your creations as file attachments to strpg patrickgoodman org and i ll get them posted as soon as possible
please indicate if you intend for the submission to be a stand alone item for the website or an article in the webzine, star
trek phase ii memory alpha fandom powered by wikia - star trek phase ii also known by its official title star trek ii not to
be confused with the earlier 1975 1976 revitalization attempts bearing the same title was planned to be the first live action
spin off television series of star trek the original series while ultimately not realized
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